[Treatment of spasticity after traumatic brain injury in children: the role of botulinum toxin therapy].
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is one of the main reasons of death and disability in children and adolescents in Russia and abroad. Spasticity is a frequent outcome of the TBI that influences on the rehabilitation prognosis, degree of movement disorders and quality of life after trauma. Early spasticity correction and complex rehabilitation lead to the optimal recovery and prevent secondary complications. This review presents the current data about the prognostic role of the spasticity in children after TBI, methods of its correction and their scientific evidence. Limitations and challenges of per-oral antispastic agents are described especially for the patients with local spasticity. Attention is focused on the methods of treatment of local hypertonus, in particular botulinum toxin A (BTA) injections proved to be effective in adults with acquired brain injury. The article summarizes the results of international investigations, systematic reviews and consensus statements about the efficacy and safety of botulinum toxin treatment in children after the TBI. The authors describe an algorithm of the optimal patient selection and goal setting for BTA injections in children with acquired brain injury.